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Location: Ohio
Story: A man robbed a couple in a house, then came back and asked one of
the victims out on a date just 2 hours later.
Comment: I really don’t think there was a lot of thought into this one. Outside
the fact he just robbed her, he made it pretty clear that he didn’t have any
money other than what he just stole from her.
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Location: China
Story: A customer was confronted by employees from a well known Retailer
and accused the customer of shoplifting and then was beaten down and the
customer ended up dying shortly after.
Comment: If you ever want to get rid of someone, just hop on a plane take
em’ to China… point at em’ and yell… THIEF!!! Poof, they are gone…
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Location: Chicago
Story: A 6 Foot 350 LB Man wasn’t allowed to fly back from Las Vegas because
the airline said he was TOO big!
Comment: I guess for some that make it to Vegas, stay in Vegas and all you
can buffet’s are generally for folks that can’t clean them out.
Location: Australia
Story: A customer refused to pay when a pizza was delivered late, so the
delivery guy grabbed her son for ransom
Comment: The funny part is that the pizza company didn’t even fire the
delivery guy. So if you find your yard gnome or other stuff missing, then you
may want to make sure you pay and tip.
Location: New York
Story: A boy was carrying a pistol in his waistband; the gun slipped, he tried to
catch it and BANG right in the growing!
Comment: I guess he’s not packing anymore or I guess I could say… ‘Pop goes
the weasel’
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